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Abstract—
Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) and routing in Cognitive Ra-

dio Networks (CRNs) present challenging operational and tech-
nological problems in beyond 4G networks. Additionally, the pro-
vision of Quality of Experience (QoE) for different applications
and Cognitive Radio Devices (CRDs) requires new management
architectures and knowledge information approaches. The paper
advances a new data-representation solution to allow efficient
multi-constraint routing and multi dimensional adaptation for
multiple cognitive radio (CR) dimensions like space, frequency,
power and time. The goal of the paper is to advance a system for
CRN data representation, which allows optimized communication
according to QoE demands between Secondary Users (SUs).

I. INTRODUCTION

Operator expectations in the CR area has governed the
research towards solving the complexity of management, secu-
rity and scalability provisioning, fault tolerance, fast integra-
tion of new technologies as well as attractive business models.
This demands for new base station designs that can incorporate
CR functionality and increase the spectrum utilization through
the use of DSA.

Given the presence of dynamic environments with quick
resource fluctuations (Primary Users (PU) behavior, resource
fluctuations and churn) CRNs are presented with challenging
routing problems. Multiple constraints for end-to-end (e2e)
routing paths are imposed by the demand for realtime per-
formance to different applications. Basically, the CRN routing
can be partitioned in three categories with reference to the
activity and holding times of licensed users.

These are [10], [14], [16]:

• Static routing, with variations of the holding times of PUs
in the order of hours or days. Access to radio spectrum for
SUs occurs under the constraint of low interference with
PUs. The challenges are to develop routing algorithms
able to provide e2e per-flow routing mechanism.

• Dynamic routing, used given that licensed bands are
intermittently available at smaller temporal framings in
the order of hours down to minutes. This demands for
more dynamic routing decisions. The main challenges are
to find stable routing paths able to provide the expected
e2e performance and to define appropriate routing metrics
able to capture spectrum fluctuations.

• Opportunistic routing, used when the licensed bands
show very high variations with temporal framings in the
order of minutes down to seconds. Routing algorithms
are required to take quick, local decisions and to adapt
to current available conditions, i.e., per-packet dynamic
routing over opportunistically available channels.

A novel routing solution for CRNs is therefore advanced
where the holding times of the routes are considered to be
down to an order of minutes (static/dynamic temporal framing)
[13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the CRN management approach. Section III details
the suggested data representation for the CRN. Finally, sec-
tion IV concludes the paper.

II. CRN MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE

To address problems like flow and control over spectrum
sensing, spectrum selection and spectrum sharing [14], a
specific middleware as presented in [11] is used. This is a
software that bridges and abstracts underlying components
of similar functionality, exposing it through a common Ap-
plication Programming Interface (API) originally developed
for seamless handover purposes [12]. By using a middleware
based architecture with various overlays and underlays the
convergence of different technologies is simplified requiring
minimal changes to the applications using the platform. This
offers the advantage of flexibility in present and future de-
velopment of new services and applications. Simply put, the
suggested CRN management architecture incorporates sensing
and prediction, addressing and routing, middleware and deci-
sion making [4].

To compute an e2e routing path between two CRN de-
vices according to specific Quality-of-Service (QoS) framings
that depend on the particular domain, networking conditions
and user requirements, entails solving a complex process
composed by two fundamental elements. These are multi-
constraint routing and multi-dimensional adaptation for mul-
tiple CR-dimensions like space, frequency, power and time.
Accordingly, by decoupling the routing from the adaptation
a CRD performs in order to retain service in a CRN an
optimized routing path can be computed according to user
specific constraints (i.e., e2e goals) by employing suitable



Multi-Objective, Multi-Constrained optimization algorithms
[13]. A CRD may be forced to adapt in one or more CR-
dimensions, e.g., space, frequency, power, if an unexpected
interferer appears suddenly.

Hence, a new architectural approach is advanced for com-
munication in CRNs [4]. This is aimed for beyond 4G
networks and it is conceptualized for integration at low
power base stations (microcell coverage area) to increase
the spectrum utilization within particular geographical areas.
Additional functionality is provided by a centralized entity
called Support Node (SN). Amongst other functionality the
SN is required to provide a knowledge database for the data
collected in the particular multi-hop CRN. Furthermore, the
data representation itself is based on the geometric structure of
a data-cube composed from several 2-dimensional [0, 1]×[0, 1]
Cartesian Coordinate Spaces (CCS). Each CCS represents a
different CR-dimension, where all dimensions are functions
of time. Ultimately, the data representation allows for the
operational parameters of each network member device to be
described in every CR-dimension e.g., frequency (depicted as
channels, depending on the available spectrum opportunities
(SOPs) and used modulation), power (transmit power output)
and geographic point mapped to a set of virtual coordinates P
referred to as space coordinates. The set of virtual coordinates
P is selected with regard to the actual geographical location
of the network member device in the physical CRN coverage
area. Every mapped device is also responsible for a portion
(called zone) of the CCS (used to represent the data-cube
space dimension), that surrounds point P. Additionally, such
devices have information about adjacent zones and the network
member devices responsible for them.

Network members with geographical coordinates located
close together access resource like SOPs in the same area
of the CRN. Thus, their virtual coordinates in the space
dimension representation are also mapped in proximity of each
other, given that they are representative of the devices actual
physical location in the CRNs geographical coverage area.
Put differently, such devices may become neighbors in the
virtual CRN topology. The detailed creation of virtual zones
in the CRN topology is presented in Algorithm 1. However,
if a network member becomes unavailable for any reason, its
virtual CCS zone is taken over by neighbors (provided a small
grace period).

In the pseudocode presented below a procedure name pre-
ceded by a variable name and a dot indicate a remote function
call (e.g., N.joinTopology means that the function topology
is executed on device N ).

III. DATA REPRESENTATION

Given the need to easily store and update the CRN topology,
the collected data for its coverage area is globally stored in a
data representation cube maintained at the SN. Changes de-
tected through spectrum sensing by the SN and CRN members
are used to update the data representation continuously. The
accuracy of the available network state information affects the
optimization decisions made by the cognition layer, given that

Algorithm 1 Add zone to space dimension
1: CREATEZONE(D)
2: P ← MAPTOVIRTUAL(Lat,Long)
3: c← GETZONE(P)
4: p← PLUS1ZONE(c)
5: N ← SPLITZONE(p)
6: N .JOINTOPOLOGY

7: procedure CREATEZONE(D) . Create virtual zone for new node D in CRN space
dimension

8: P ←MAPTOVIRTUAL(Lat,Long) . D gets point P in virtual topology
Get node c owner of virtual zone where point P of new node is

9: c←GETZONE(P) . P is in node c’s zone
Check if a neighbor of node c, owner of point P has a bigger zone, return biggest
to split and save to p

10: p←PLUS1ZONE(c)
Split p’s zone, either still zone of initial node or one of its neighbors

11: N ←SPLITZONE(p) . P is moved to p’s bigger zone
12: N .JOINTOPOLOGY
13: end procedure
14: procedure MAPTOVIRTUAL(Lat,Long)

Given geographical coordinates Lat, Long of new node D, map its virtual point
P in the space dimension where nodes with similar geographical coordinates are
represented

15: return P
16: end procedure
17: procedure GETZONE(P)
18: Check the CRN member to find node c owner of virtual zone where point P

of new node is
19: return c
20: end procedure
21: procedure PLUS1ZONE(c)

Compare zone area sizes of node c with its neighbors and return node p with the
biggest zone area

22: return p
23: end procedure
24: procedure SPLITZONE(p)
25: Divide zone of node p, give half the zone to new node
26: Collect the set N of neighbors to the half-zone
27: return N
28: end procedure
29: procedure JOINTOPOLOGY
30: Transmit updates to all devices N informing them of the change in neighbors
31: All necessary information like channel assignments of new neighbors is included

in the update messages
32: end procedure

this is part of the cognitive process in the cognitive framework
[15].

In case of an unsuccessful communication attempt is made
by a network member to one of its neighbors, the affected
device must convey this information to the SN. The SN
restores first the network consistency by updating the network
topology then communicates a reply back to the requesting
device, which comprises a replacement neighbor. An unavail-
able neighbor usually entails that the device has either moved
elsewhere in the CRN, or that it has entered an off state. This
occurs either due to intentional device switch off, churn or
progression beyond the CRN coverage area. Accordingly, to
avoid locking down valuable resources the device is considered
to have reached the end of its lifetime (provided a small grace
time). Hence, if the particular device wishes to rejoin the CRN
at a later time moment it must do so as a new arrival, implying
no special consideration.

Given the dynamic environment of a multi-hop CRN with
varying operational conditions and network population, the
required data representation must allow for robust addressing
and efficient information representation. Towards this goal,
it is necessary to construct a scalable data representation



that can accommodate all operational parameters of the CRN
and depict them with regard to the CRN coverage area.
Accordingly, different CCS planes, each composed of a 2-
dimensional [0, 1] ∗ [0, 1] space, are used to represent dif-
ferent CR-dimensions as a function of time e.g., frequency
(partitioned into channels), power and space. Collectively,
this constitutes a data-cube representation of all vital CRN
attributes, as shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. CR dimensions represented as a data-cube.

The main operations are:
• Mapping the network members in the CRN coverage

area to a specific network topology. This makes route
optimization possible and allows the traffic within the
network coverage area to be balanced.

• Representing the operational parameters of each device
that is part of the CRN. Awareness of what resources
each particular network member currently occupies in the
CRN coverage area is vital to allow adaptations of their
operational parameters.

In short, this is a complete status representation of the
CRN coverage area resources per CR-dimension at any given
time. Hence, the operational parameters of a CRN member
are also depicted in the data cube and identified through the
user ID Uid. Since all parameters are functions of time, at
any given time t the operational parameters of a device d
with user ID Uid can be identified in every CR-dimension,
e.g., space, frequency (depicted as channels) and power by
d(Uid, t) = (s(Uid), c(Uid), p(Uid)).
s(Uid) identifies the virtual zone of device with user ID

(Uid) in the space dimension, i.e., the location of the device
in the CRN topology, which is mapped with regard to the
actual geographical position of the device. c(Uid) is the virtual
zone of device with user ID (Uid) in the channel dimension.
The virtual channel zone further stores the current operating
frequency interval Fmin < − > Fmax for the device, together
with the used radio access technology (RAT) i.e., coding
modulation (including MAC and physical layer data). The
frequency interval is taken from an available SOP with regard
to the location of the device in the CRN coverage area.

Fig. 2. Example of multiple DSOPs available in a single SOP

Since an available SOP can be large enough to accom-
modate the operation of several CRDs as shown in figure 2,
data representation makes it possible to visualize all Device
Spectrum Opportunities (DSOPs) in the CRN coverage area.
Subsequently, assuming a uniformly employed coding mod-
ulation and provided the status representation of the CRN
coverage area resources, it can be resolved if additional CRDs
can join the particular CRN or not.

Furthermore, given a uniform coding modulation for all
network members in the CRN, the channel that a device
utilizes in the particular area can be represented as occupied.
Accordingly, taken over the entire network population and
CRN coverage area, vacant and occupied channels are depicted
in the channel dimension of figure 1. Put differently, given
the available SOPs and the particular coding modulation used
in the CRN, the channel dimension in figure 1 represents
all channels available for SU operation throughout the CRN
coverage area.
p(Uid) is the virtual zone of device with user ID (Uid)

in the power dimension. The maximum allowed power Pmax

for a device’s current DSOP is stored within its power zone,
together with its capabilities for future adaptations. In short,
this means that d(Uid, t) can, at any given time t, characterize
a CRD occupying the virtual coordinates x, y in the space
dimension, channel c in the frequency dimension and using a
maximum transmission output power p in the power dimen-
sion. The defining characteristics of each dimension can also
be changed independently of each other, enabling pro-active
adaptation to network changes. Accordingly, users may need
to adapt in one or more CR-dimensions to keep the location
in the space dimension. This can for instance happen due to
an arrival of a PU, which takes over the currently used DSOP
of the CRD. Thus, a slight change of the operating frequency
i.e., the used channel or the transmit power output may be
required to maintain a position in the space dimension and
retain service.

An example scenario of CRD adaptations can be as follows.
To retain the operational zone < s2 > in the space dimension,
an adaptation in the frequency and power dimensions may be
necessary, for instance from < s2, f4, p5 > to < s2, f9, p3 >.
These adaptations are bounded by t and the changes are
registered in the data representation cube, which must be
updated. In other words, this is spectrum mobility represented



as a multi-dimensional adaptation process with the goal of
providing smooth and fast transition with a minimum of
performance degradation [1].

Depending on the employed RAT, different waveforms are
used, enabling CR users to exploit a particular frequency range
via frequency, time and code modulation or a combination
thereof. Regardless, the number of available channels sets an
upper limit to the amount of users that can simultaneously
occupy the available SOPs in the CRN coverage area. As-
suming the entire CRN coverage area operates in frequency
spectrum S with a particular range, the available SOPs in
the CRN can be depicted as Fi, where i = 1, 2, ...n depicts
every available SOP frequency band interval throughout the
CRN, regardless of location. Furthermore, since the frequency
band interval of each SOP in the CRN starts at frequency
Fmin and ends at frequency Fmax, this can be described as
a frequency interval subset of the CRN spectrum range S,
i.e., Fi=1,2,...n ⊆ S | Fmin ≤ Fi=1,2,...n ≤ Fmax where
the bandwidth for each frequency band interval (in Hz) is
Fi = Fmax − Fmin.

Accordingly, for the entire CRN, this means that the total
available frequency bandwidth Btot is:

Btot =

n∑
i=1

Fi (1)

where Fi indicates the available frequency band interval i
in spectrum range S.

Provided a comprehensive modulation is selected according
to the particular characteristics of a CRN, the number of
available channels Ctot in the overall network coverage area
diverges depending on which coding modulation was opted.
For instance, the FDMA modulation scheme divides the entire
available frequency bandwidth Btot with the amount of fre-
quency bandwidth in Hz (including guard band) required for a
channel C i.e., Btot

C . Alternatively, TDMA modulation further
multiplies all channels with a number of available time slots.
Whereas, CDMA employs a spread-spectrum technique with
a special coding scheme, which allows several transmitters to
share the available frequency bandwidth and send information
simultaneously over a single communication channel (where
each transmitter is assigned a code). This means that the
number of individually possible communications in such case
depends on the spreading factor i.e., the available frequency
bandwidth Fi and the ratio between the data signals and their
used codes.

Naturally, many other modulation schemes and combina-
tions thereof are available with own advantages and draw-
backs, though listing them all goes beyond the scope of this
paper. In short, it is concluded that the number of available
channels in a particular CRN depends on the employed
modulation scheme. This is typically, selected with regard
to the available frequency bandwidth Fi and the particular
characteristics of the CRN geographical location.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The paper has suggested a novel solution to cognitive radio
network data representation. This solution is part of a novel ar-
chitecture for cognitive radio networks in beyond 4G networks,
conceptualized for base stations or microcell integration into
existing solutions. Given, the need for solving multi-objective
constraint optimization problems to simultaneously consider
the quality of experience for individual users, the advanced
CRN knowledge information database must be robust and
flexible at the same time. The focus of the paper has been
on detailing the conceptualized data representation as well as
the associated research challenges. Future work is about im-
plementation, developing mathematical and simulation models
as well as performance evaluation.
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